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About This Game

Wordlase is a word-puzzle game. You need to compile words from the letters of offered one. For example, you can make words
"ant" and "potion" from the letters of "interpolation". But you can't assemble "mol" since there is no "m" letter. You need to

know 3655 unique words and press the button 14568 times to completely finish 30 demo levels. Play, have fun, become
educated!

Remember, you can only use nouns in the game!
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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DeXP
Publisher:
DeXP
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2017
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English,Russian,Ukrainian,German
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meaning word lase. ase root word. wordlase steam. the word lase. is laser an english word. wordlase steam badge. wordlase
game. wordlase badge

loved this game because it ties the myst series to a end.. Meh, i dont recomend it, the controls are hard to get into.. its a fun
game but there are some bugs
like hitting an object on its very edge sometimes makes your ball go directly through it
and on level 31 the one im stuck on, hitting a diamond on its side makes the ball go sometimes directly back at you when the
part you hit was clearly at an angle
also some parts of the game I just bounced the ball randomly and won the level but in the time I played it was pretty fun. First
VR game that I have played for 16 hours after only having the game for 2 day.. Neat little dungeon crawler with a very light VN
touch.. Its a game that exists. This game is basically Bejeweled Twist. If you hated that game, you'll probably hate this one. If
you loved Twist, then this is a nice extension of that type of game play with a storyline and beasts that you fight against each
other. The story feels flat but I play it because I like Bejeweled games.. A nice step in the right direction. I'm having a great
time playing it so far. Improved graphics, physics, and AI from previous generations (I've owned them all since motogp15). I'm
happy with my purchase.
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I really enjoyed this VR storytelling experience. Can't say too much as to not give away any part of the story, but definitely give
this a try. You won't be disappointed!. This is an interesting kinetic novel. While the premise appears to have started as a joke,
the story that the author tells is thought-provoking and a fun read.

Fully recommend.. Seems like there is potential here, but it suffers from one of the worst problems of the point and click
hayday: The ordered puzzle. Spoilers: In order to escape the first room, your character wants a gun, you click around and find a
locked door, only then can you interact with the generator (or maybe I missed it earlier because the collision box is actually one
tile BELOW the generator). Once you've inspected the generator you discover you need the passcode to turn it off. Only then
does the computer show up as interactable, but it's missing a cable. Next go into the room with the door, now one of the boxes
that you couldn't interact with before is clickable. You get the cable, take it to the computer, get the code, turn off the generator,
zombie immediately kill your only fiend, you say "meh" and walk out the door.

Add in the fact that the main character is an immature \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who could use a
good spanking if her parents weren't undead, that the world is large enough to make walking around a slog yet empty enough
that exploring it is boring, that the map is inexplicably constrained, that the pathing is buggy as hell,... well the whole thing is
just a mess.

I'd say maybe put in on follow and wait until it's been propped up a little.

I bought this on sale for 15 cents and kind of wish I hadn't, but in good faith I can't really ask for a refund. Bad game or not I
did get 15 cents worth of play out of it.. I was really surprised by this game. I played the demo months ago and finally bought it
the other day, but I have a completely different view of it now. I found Sofya irritating in the demo (idk why) but as I played as
her more I became more attached to her and the other characters throughout the game.

It was interesting getting to know the opinions, likes, dislikes and personalities of each character, and view their interactions
with each other. There were lots of twists and turns and character development, and I'm looking forward to the next episode,
whenever it comes out.

Also - THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR GIVING ALL THE CHARACTERS VOICES; voices can express feelings, tones and
intentions that simply reading text cannot.

(ps 10\/10 would buy again for Arkady, he is actually my perfect daddy). It's really dumb. It's clearly written by someone for
whom English is, at best, a second language. It uses gross-out humor pretty much everywhere.

But darn it all, I don't know why, but I still think it's really fun.. Absolutely loving this game at the moment, one of my favorites
on the vive.
Survival mode could be a bit better, most of my friend when I've had them play it were very confused when they bought a gun
and it disappeared after one wave even though most require money from two waves.
Also the thrown weapons still feel a little clunky and hard to get the hang of without a shooting range type area.
Lastly, the melee weapons seem to do a little too much damage. Not that I'm saying the game is too easy with them, I just feel
that the machete and flashlight both feel pretty similar in strength which seems a bit off.

Aside from those small complaints the game is great, it looks great, it feels great with the haptic feedback of the guns, and it
sounds great. Put on some headphones and really get immersed into it.. I spent hours to get the achivements, which I never do.
Only to find out before I finished the game getting 500 population and the using the portal to leave the island that I have no coal
for some reason. The coal is needed to make tools which seem to be required to pickup the coal near the mine. I watched as my
people starved to death and the undead climed to the hundreds. I sat and watched as every single person died....I finally figured
out how to get enough food to even be able to play as the chicken + - gets pretty confusing the first play though. Thanks for
making a game that let me die alittle inside.. Its a nice game, worth a dollar!
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